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Introduction

What are Articulation IDs and Articulation Sets? 

There was never a more convenient way to tap the full potential of the Vienna Symphonic Library! 
The new Articulation Set integrates Articulate Presets into Logic and allows you to select all 
articulations included in the Vienna Symphonic Library (VSL) via Logic's Articulation ID feature. 


The Articulation ID is a property of a note (like its velocity or its length). It stores the information, 
which articulation is to be played, directly in a note event itself and automatically sends the MIDI 
messages required to access an articulation to Virtual Instruments. Currently Logic supports up to 
255 Articulation IDs and for each up to 3 different MIDI messages can be specified, that are sent 
immediately before the corresponding note. In Logic an Articulation Set can be assigned to a track 
and stores all settings, which messages have to be sent to select a given articulation.


Using the maximum number of 255 Articulation IDs, the Articulation Set for Articulate Presets is one 
of the most comprehensive sets ever created and even allows you to individually access different 
sampled versions of an articulation, sending the corresponding program change message and up to 
two continuous controllers (CC) to Vienna Instruments pro. Just as there is a single Articulate Preset 
per orchestral instrument, there is a single Logic Articulation Set that works with all Articulate 
Presets for the chromatic VSL instruments. This guarantees that everything still works when you 
move a sequence from one instrument to another one, which is possible due to the consistency of 
the VSL and of Articulate Presets across the entire orchestra.


Setup

What you need to do to get started 

There are two alternative versions of the Articulation Set: "Articulate Presets standard” and 
"Articulate Presets original”. These are compatible with the standard (names without prefix) and 
"original" versions (names with prefix "o") of Articulate Presets. The first uses the standard 
convention for the assignment of the modulation wheel, used by most virtual instruments (CC1: 
Velocity Xfade, CC2: Vertical Controller) and the latter the original VSL convention (CC1: Vertical 
Controller, CC2: Velocity Xfade) - see the Articulate Presets Manual for details. Please use the 
Articulation Set corresponding to the version of Articulate Presets you use.


To install the two versions of the Articulation Set, simply copy them to:


Music/Audio Music Apps/Articulation Settings/


Within Logic you then have to assign the appropriate Articulation Set for each instrument track in 
the lowest entry of the Track Inspector—make sure the inspector is shown (keyboard command “i”).
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Features of the Articulation Set

How to integrate the VSL into Logic 

Standardly Articulate Presets allow you to conveniently access all articulations included in the VSL 
via 128 program change messages and all the different versions of an articulation by additional 
continuous controller events. The Logic Articulation Set simplifies the handling even more and uses 
all 255 available Articulation IDs: 


The first 128 Articulation IDs give you direct access to all matrices included in Articulate Presets (as 
listed in Table III of the Articulate Presets Manual) and automatically send the corresponding 
program change messages to access them. For many articulations the additional controllers select 
distinct sampled versions of the corresponding articulation. In this case you standardly need 
additional continuous controllers to access them, e.g. for runs CC2 to select the type (major, minor, 
whole tone or chromatic), CC3 to select the scale and CC4 to select if the run goes up- or 
downwards.


The residual Articulation IDs 129 - 255 even give you direct access to the individual versions of the 
most often used articulations (see Table I below for details). The VSL is still unmatched when it 
comes to recorded dynamic transitions, phrases, ... . They can strongly increase the realism, but for 
most users they likely sit unused on their disk since up to now they required a significant effort. With 
Articulate Presets and the Logic Articulation Set, using them couldn't be simpler: for the most 
important ones (dynamics, trills, grace notes, fast repetitions, ...) you can simply select a note in 
Logic's Editors (Score, Piano Roll, Event) and directly assign the specific articulation version via its 
full name, e.g. muted medium decrescendo 2s, from the corresponding menu—everything else is 
done automatically and no additional control events are required at all! Logic sends both the 
program change and up to two continuous controllers to access the corresponding sampled sound. 
And due to the consistency of the VSL and of Articulate Presets all this still works even when you 
move the sequence from one instruments to another one.


Many of the matrices in Articulate Presets offer continuous 3D-control of certain parameters 
allowing you to gradually shape the sound via continuous controller messages. To do this you can 
still add the respective continuous controllers, e.g. to control the vibrato intensity of a particular 
dynamic transition. Similarly, due to the limitation to 255 Articulation IDs, for some articulations only 
the most often used versions are directly accessible (e.g. only half and whole tone grace notes). In 
the rare cases that you want to access the other versions (e.g. larger grace note intervals) you have 
to use the generic Articulation ID (below 128) and add the corresponding continuous controllers.


So far you can only assign Articulation IDs in Logic’s Editors, but in the future it will be possible to 
directly record them. Stay tuned, there is more to come …
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Using the Articulation Set

All articulations right at your fingertips … 

You can view and change the Articulation ID directly in Logic's Editors (Score, Piano Roll, Event). 
The Articulation Set for Articulate Presets uses 4-character abbreviations plus a full description of 
the articulation and gives you therefore a clear overview in Logic's editors but at the same time 
enables a convenient articulation selection in all pull-down menus. The Articulation ID number is not 
shown but only the abbreviation and the full name (e.g. "mmd2 : muted medium decrescendo 2s”).


In Logic’s different editors the Articulation ID is accessed as follows:


Piano Roll Editor

In the Piano Roll Editor the Articulation ID selector is shown in the Local Inspector to the left. Make 
sure that the Local Inspector is visible by selecting “Show Local Inspector” in the local “View” 
Menu. Moreover, the height of the Piano Roll has to be sufficiently large for the Articulation ID 
selector to be displayed. Simply select one or several notes and assign the desired articulation in 
the Articulation selector to the note(s) by selecting it from the pull-down menu. You can also check 
which articulation is assigned to a given note by hovering with the mouse pointer over the note.


Score Editor

In the Score Editor the Articulation ID is shown both in the Local Inspector (as in the Piano Roll 
Editor, see above), and in the Event Inspector, as soon as you select one or several notes. Simply 
change the Articulation selector to assign the corresponding articulation to the note(s). 
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For a few articulations (staccato, pizzicato, …) the appropriate score symbol is automatically added 
when you select the articulation. Similarly, when you add the corresponding score symbol from the 
Part Box, the Articulation ID is automatically changed to the corresponding articulation. When there 
are several articulations that share the same score symbol—like the standard staccato, staccato 
repetitions, muted staccato and muted staccato repetitions—the standard version is used, when 
you add the symbol from the part box, and you will subsequently have to change the Articulation 
selector to get one of the other articulations. The support of score symbols in Logic Articulation 
Sets is unfortunately still rather rudimentary at this point. It only includes symbols that are attached 
to an individual note, but not such that can affect several notes, like legato slurs or dynamic marks.


Event List

When activated in the “View” menu, the Articulation ID is one of the columns of the Event List. 
Generally the Event List has rather narrow columns. For an ideal overview, enable in addition to the 
Articulation ID (only) those entries you need in the local “View” menu (e.g. you might not need the 
Midi channel) and then adjust the width of the Event List so that the 4-character articulation 
abbreviations are fully visible. (If you use locked screensets remember to unlock the screenset 
before you make the change, and if so lock it again afterwards.) The Event List then gives you an 
instant overview which articulation each note plays. You can also get the full name by hovering with 
the mouse pointer over the Articulation entry. Selecting one or several notes, you can choose the 
desired articulation from the pull-down menu via its full name.
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Appendix

List of Articulation IDs
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Table I: Articulation IDs of the Articulate Presets Articulation Set

Art. ID Articulation Version Art. ID Articulation Version

1 - 128 Articulate Presets matrices 161 - 169 crescendo-decrescendo 1s - 10s

129 interval legato standard 170 - 183 strong crescendo 1s - decrescendo 6s

130 interval legato slurred 184 - 195 medium crescendo 1s - decrescendo 6s

131 interval portamento 196 - 207 light crescendo 1s - decrescendo 6s

132 repetitions legato standard 208 - 212 muted crescendo-decrescendo 2s - 8s

133 repetitions legato crescendo 213 - 222 muted strong crescendo 1.5s - decrescendo 6s

134 repetitions legato decrescendo 223 - 232 muted medium crescendo 1.5s - decrescendo 6s

135 repetitions portato standard 233 muted interval legato standard

136 repetitions portato crescendo 234 muted interval legato slurred

137 repetitions portato decrescendo 235  muted interval portamento

138 repetitions staccato standard 236 muted trills half tone

139 repetitions staccato crescendo 237 muted trills whole tone

140 repetitions staccato decrescendo 238 muted repetitions legato standard

141 repetitions spiccato standard 239 muted repetitions legato crescendo

142 repetitions spiccato crescendo 240 muted repetitions legato decrescendo

143 repetitions spiccato decrescendo 241 - 246 muted fast repetitions @ 140bpm - 190bpm

144 trills half tone 247 muted repetitions portato standard

145 trills whole tone 248 muted repetitions portato crescendo

146 trills minor third 249 muted repetitions portato decrescendo

147 trills major third 250 muted repetitions staccato standard

148 grace notes half tone up 251 muted repetitions staccato crescendo

149 grace notes half tone down 252 muted repetitions staccato decrescendo

150 grace notes whole tone up 253 muted repetitions spiccato standard

151 grace notes whole tone down 254 muted repetitions spiccato crescendo

152 - 160 fast repetitions @ 140bpm - 220bpm 255 muted repetitions spiccato decrescendo


